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Abstract

Queue length optimisation and service efficiency is an integral part for banks. Queuing theory helps in understanding the waiting lengths and times to correlate it with performance and customer satisfaction. The queuing models are worthwhile in evaluating the service efficiency of a counter. The research revolves around understanding the single server model to assess a counter in bank and calculate the utilisation parameters to analyse the efficiency of the counter. Queuing model is applied in order to check the frequency of the counter being busy and evaluate the service rate. The queuing theory is highly advantageous and can help optimise the queue lengths in the bank. The scrutiny of the bank queues through the single server models will assist in finding the flaws in the service and devising ways to improve the service rates in order to minimise the queues and have an efficient utilisation rate. The objective behind the experimentation is to optimise the queue lengths and revamp the working of the counter and enhance the service efficiency.
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